Agincourt Mazda expands for better car buying experience
Expansions at Agincourt Mazda offer the neighborhood
more options when buying
their next reliable family vehicle.
The dealership has recently
invested into expanding its
used car operation which is
able to stock 100+ Pre-Owned
vehicles. That, along with the
sizable New cars showroom,
drive through lanes for Service
and Part Departments, plus a
on-site body shop, makes Agincourt Mazda your one stop
shop for auto needs.
“We are considered the largest dealership facility in Ontario and since it’s a family owned
and operated we are here to
service the community. People
can always count on us to be
here for them,” says General
Manager Michael Chong.
The dealership offers a Certified Pre-Owned program
approved by Mazda that gives
the customer more added
protection when purchasing a

Pre-Owned Mazda from Agincourt Mazda. Every Pre-Owned
unit goes through a thorough
full-inspection by their fully
trained licensed technicians to
ensure the car looks and runs
like new, Every vehicle is also
priced very competitively.
But it’s not just their quality
cars and licensed technicians
that boast a positive consumer
experience. Each and every
employee at Agincourt Mazda
maintains a professional and
customer service oriented attitude towards consumers for
a car buying experience unlike
any other.
“If a customer comes to us
with a problem, big or small,
we listen and try to fix it right
the first time,” says Chong.
“We’re here for the long term.”
The dealership has a very
family oriented vibe and is
proud to be able to serve their
community in an above-andbeyond kind of way. They even
take the time to give the most

novice of automobile buyers
the ability to understand the
foreign language that is cars.
“We are here to give every
customer the best buying and
servicing experiences,” says
Chong. “We are constantly upgrading software and training

equipment because we find it
important to be supportive of
our staff having the right tools
to serve the customer right.”
There is nothing like a quality automobile and excellent
customer service and at Agincourt Mazda the community

gets both.
The dealership is located at
5500 Finch Ave. East and has
various hours for each department. For further information
on hours it is open and services offered go to www.agincourtmazda.ca.
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